
OUT OF PLACE

Out of Place tells a new history of the field of law and society through the
experiences and fieldwork of successful writers from populations that
academia has historically marginalized. Encouraging collective and
transparent self-reflection on positionality, the volume features scholars
from around the world who share how their out-of-place positionalities
influenced their research questions, data collection, analysis, and writing
in law and society. From China to Colombia, India to Indonesia,
Singapore to South Africa, and the United Kingdom to the United
States, these experts record how they conducted their fieldwork, how
their privileges and disadvantages impacted their training and research,
and what they learned about the law in the process. As the global field of
law and society becomes more diverse and an interest in identity grows,
Out of Place is a call to embrace the power of positionality. This title is
also available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.
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CAMBRIDGE STUDIES IN LAW AND SOCIETY

Founded in 1997, Cambridge Studies in Law and Society is a hub for
leading scholarship in socio-legal studies. Located at the intersection of
law, the humanities, and the social sciences, it publishes empirically
innovative and theoretically sophisticated work on law’s manifestations
in everyday life: from discourses to practices, and from institutions to
cultures. The series editors have longstanding expertise in the interdis-
ciplinary study of law, and welcome contributions that place legal
phenomena in national, comparative, or international perspective.
Series authors come from a range of disciplines, including anthropology,
history, law, literature, political science, and sociology.
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Jens Meierhenrich, London School of Economics and Political Science
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Past Editors

Chris Arup, Martin Chanock, Sally Engle Merry, Pat O’Malley,
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A list of books in the series can be found at the back of this book.
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